VERO MODA ONLINE DESIGN MANUAL

IMAGE DIRECTION

Image direction and conditions

Cropping of images
Images with models are, by rule of thumb, never cropped in any of the
bendable parts of the body/joints of the body. Place the model in the
middle of the image with the same space around both sides of the image.

Images close to the edge
Models in an image should not be placed too close to the edge of the image frame. It would be advised to either place it, to give it some air from
the edge and to the model or cropping the model.

Image output
Saving images for online use should be with following settings so colours won’t have different variations in a browser. When saving the
graphics optimized for web go to ‘File’ and go then to “Export” and
press ‘Save for web’, the presets should check off: ‘Optimized’, ‘Embed
Color Profile’, ‘Convert to sRGB’ and ‘Preview: Use Document Profile’.
See example.
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VERO MODA ONLINE DESIGN MANUAL

THE LOGO
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The VERO MODA logo
Logo placement
As a rule the size of the logo should always be - image width
divided by 5. For example if you have a image with 1200px width,
the logo should be 1200/5 = 240px width.
Examples
Square 1200x1200 px

The distance around the VERO MODA logo is defined by
the VE-part og the logo. Nothing must be placed within
this frame. A white VERO MODA logo is preferable - alternatively the black logo can be used.
DO
- Always scale proportionally
- Always use black logo for
light background
- Always use white logo for
dark background

DON’T
- No stretching
- No stroke
- No box around logo
- No drop shadows
- No colouring

Top banner 900x750 px

Logo size - 180px width
Logo size - 240px width
Wide banner 1900x480 px

Logo size - 380px width

